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During a half-a-century period of its development nuclear power has proved its viability and
necessity actually in all the developed countries.

Exaggeration of the hazard from new technologies, especially nuclear technologies can be
come across very frequently among different polititions and not well-informed part of the society.
The formers express this statement in their political speculations due to their unsatisfied political
ambitions, the latters express it due to their inertial way of thinking, i.e. everything new and vague
is dangerous. Currently there are no alternatives to nuclear power technologies but we cannot
develop nuclear power (though we are sure in the necessity of its development) without a
comprehensive analysis of its potential capabilities.

Since the middle of 60s, to be more precise after the third Geneva conference (1964), the
economic advantages of nuclear power have become obvious.

In 1975 in the European Nuclear Power Conference it was shown that one kilowatt-hour of
nuclear electric energy is twice as cheap as one kilowatt-hour of electric power generated with
organic fuel.

Today this difference is not as much first of all due to expenditures for NPPs safety, but
everywhere, may be with the exeption of the west of USA where power coal is very cheap, the
nuclear energy is cheaper than the energy generated with other types of energy resources.

Under the conditions of normal operation if we compare potential capabilities of alternative
energy technologies the nuclear power differs in having some ecological advantages, because its
consumption of the earth resources is much lower.

Out of the total amount of mineral resources mined in the world 85% fall on the organic fuel
and it was a very fast development of power generation in support of industrial development in the
end of the last century that resulted in slowing down the Earth entropy decrease and then in its
growing, thus indicating the loss of balance in the Earth biosystem.

The purpose of this paper is to present some results of the analysis of the possible options for
Russian NPPs fuel supply.

In the classical consideration these are four fuel cycles:
• Uranium cycle based on natural uranium.
This cycle has several economical advantages with the use of "CANDU" type reactors with a
heavy-water moderator.
• Uranium cycle based on enriched uranium.
It is the basis for the current and future nuclear power.
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• Uranium-thorium fuel cycle with capabilities
which are very promising but unfortunately difficult to implement in practice;.

• Plutonium - uranium cycle.
In terms of its potential capabilities it is an excellent option, but it is extremely difficult to imple-
ment it in practice due to a high activity and toxicity of nuclear materials under recycling.

All these things should be taken into account when developing both short-term and long-term
predictive options of future nuclear power development.

It should be stressed that for Russia due to its climatic peculiarities and a vast territory the
nuclear power is very crucial for the progressive development.

Any branch of industry is based on this or that raw material.
For nuclear power this material is uranium. And if nuclear power could be developed only in

the direction of its peaceful application, i.e. for the electric power generation, everything could be
rather clear. The classical fuel cycle could be implemented:

- ore uranium;
- enrichment in 235U;
- fabrication of FEs and FSAs;
- NPPs.

It would be followed by the fuel reprocessing at the NPP sufficient capacity (60-80 GWt(e))
with sending the recovered nuclear materials back into the NPP fuel cycle.

Only a rather big radiochemical plant (1-1,5 thousand tons of uranium per year) is capable to
provide acceptable economical parameters of the NPP closed fuel cycle. That was proved long
ago (in the 70-s) and for the conventional nuclear technologies used and accepted to be used in the
nearest future (i.e. fuel application in the form of fuel sub-assemblies, FSA, with a periodical,
about once a year, refueling and reprocessing based on the PUREX technology) the most part of
expenses falls on the waste management and a relative portion of these expenses goes signifi-
cantly down when increasing the plant uranium productivity.

An extremely intensive development of military programs on highly-enriched uranium pro-
duction and Pu build-up in industrial reactors with the following reprocessing of irradiated ura-
nium resulted not only in accumulation of large stockpiles of weapons-grade Pu and U but also to
large stockpiles of natural uranium in the form of U3Og and metal, meant to be used as fuel for
industrial reactors, as well as recovered uranium with a little bit less content of 235U but quite
applicable for the purpose of enrichment and fuel fabrication for NPPs.

The fuel factor cost in the cost of NPP electric energy is mainly determined by three links in
the cycle: natural U3O8 production, isotope separation and fuel fabrication.

As far as natural U3Og production is concerned, it should be stressed that in Russia actually
there are no resources with high concentration of uranium (more than 1%) so there is no way out,
but to develop the ore deposits with the average uranium content of 0.1%-0,2% and to construct
large mining and processing plants with a rather expensive mining activity at the level of deep
underground horizons and expensive reprocessing with application of the most efficient
hydrometallurgical technologies.

The ore uranium price in Russia is significantly higher than the prices on the world market and
even predicting the growth of world market prices we can say that the Russian uranium could
hardly be competitive with uranium from Canada, Africa, Australia.

No doubt, we need to make certain efforts to develop our own reliable raw base of nuclear
power but at the same very time we need to be very reasonable when distributing limited resources.

The uranium isotope separation in Russia is implemented based on currently the most efficient
gas-centrifugal technology. This technology needs to be maintained and developed without losing
the steady position in selling enriched uranium on the world market.
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The gas-centrifugal technology makes it possible to profitably process slag-heaps of iso-
tope-separation plants. These heaps accumulated in the past can meet the demand of Russian
NPPs of the up-to-date level of capacity for the next -10-15 years.

Investigation and analysis of uranium raw base allow the resources to be classified in the
following way:

Uranium in the bowels of the earth

Uranium in the form of U3O8 in the
storage

Uranium in the form of UF4, UF6,
UO2, UO2 pellets

Uranium in ingots and products

Slag-heaps accumulated in the past
on isotope - separation plant sites

Weapons-grade uranium

Uranium reprocessed from industrial
reactor spent fuel

Uranium reprocessed from
VVER440,Propulsion units, BN,
research reactors spent fuel

The resources are limited with rather high expenses

Residual stocks are limited

Stocks are limited in the storage

The most convenient for a long-term storage with the least
expenses as a strategic stock. Stocks are significant

They are used in the uranium enrichment process for
nuclear power. Stocks are significant

Options of application:
- for a long-term storage as a strategic stockpile
- for sale abroad
The domestic use currently is ineffective due to the
availability of sufficient separation capacities and low cost
of separation

It is used in the production of enriched uranium for
nuclear power. The stocks are considerable and are
replenished in the course of operation of three industrial
reactors.

Reprocessing is on the limited scale. The accumulated
stocks are insignificant. Serious restrictions in application

Uranium in submarine cores subject Potential stocks are insignificant
to disposal

The diagram of NPP fuel supply is given in Fig. 1. '"',
In Russia there are certain stockpiles of weapons-grade Pu in non-dismantled nuclear war-

heads, in salts and oxides formed in the result of industrial reactor fuel reprocessing and certain
amount of reactor-grade plutonium accumulated in the course of RT-1 operation.

The weapons-grade plutonium is currently used in MOX-fuel of pilot FSA in BN-reactors.
The reactor-grade Pu (with a high background) is supposed to be used in the future when

fuel fabrication remotely operated technologies are available. с • ..•<•.
All the NPP fuel cycle expenditures should be incurred by the nuclear power industry which

sells the final product of nuclear fuel-power complex.
However, evidently not only the power industry should be responsibility for the previous

history of its development.
For instance, when the production output goes down the operation of excess fuel production

capacities results in the growth of expenses, however the value of these expenses must not
decrease NPP capabilities to compete successfully on the power market.

Moreover only large NPP capacities which can be achieved at high NPP competitiveness
make it possible to implement profitably the closed fuel cycle with the reprocessed reactor-grade
U and Pu being involved in it.
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Fig. 1 NPP fuel supply

In view of that the nuclear power of Russia is currently aimed at using the cheapest fuel
resources, that is first of all, uranium reprocessed from industrial reactor fuel and slag-heaps
accumulated on the past in isotope-separation plant sites. These resources are enough for the
Russian large-scale nuclear power to be developed.

In parallel the research, development and design work must be performed on developing
safe and efficient technologies for using reprocessed reactor-grade U and Pu. However big
investments into the commercial implementation and practical use of these technologies will be
justified only at the stable operation (loading) of a rather big radiochemical plant. The RT-2
plant will be of that type (i.e. the reprocessing capacity 1000 -1500 tons per year which corresponds
to the NPP capacity of ~ 60-90 GWt(e)).
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We think that the practical realization of NPP closed fuel cycle must be based on complex
universal production plants which reprocess all types of fuel and fabricate fuel from various
types of raw material. It requires the development of reliable remotely operated technologies at
the stages of nuclear material treatment.

Besides, it is extremely important not to allow the equipment to be contaminated with haz-
ardous isotopes above the permissible level as early as at the stage of technology testing.

With a very scarce budget available the NPPs of Russia cannot pay for the construction of a
large reprocessing plant which currently costs not less than 2-3 billion dollars. So it is necessary
to get investments from the potential foreign customers interested in fuel reprocessing. And for
this purpose we need contracts based on the principle: "the customer pays" as it was done in
France and Great Britain when constructing large radiochemical plants.

But evidently nowadays it is extremely difficult to realize this principle in Russia.
The NPP closed fuel cycle allows ecological problems of nuclear fuel use to be solved most

reliably with implementing the tasks of radioactive waste fractionation and conditioning. But all
these problems and tasks can be solved only by the large-scale nuclear power which at the same
time must be reliable and economically attractive.

The steady raw material base of the future large-scale nuclear power is provided with a
combination of thermal and fast reactors in its structure with the use of both uranium and MOX
uranium-plutonium fuel in the closed cycle. In order to create this base certain funds are required.
They can be obtained as a result of decrease in energy production cost, fuel cost included.

The use of thorium-uranium fuel cycle requires even more expenses related to the necessity
to develop a new raw material base and to apply very expensive remotely operated technologies
in all the parts of the cycle where uranium reproduced from thorium is available.
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